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INTRODUCTION 
The Gurbani incorporated in the Aad Guru Granth Sahib 

(AGGS)[1] is the Holy Scripture written, compiled and 

canonized by the Sikh Gurus guiding human beings for 

living righteously. The Sikh Gurus wrote Gurbani in the 

classical poetic form. They have used sophisticated 

vocabulary and complex syntax in writing precisely 

formed Sabds (hymns), to arouse subtleties of nature and 

socio-religious culture creating certain effects on human 

psyche. It is most important to critically analyze content 

and form of the Sabd to comprehend the actual meaning of 

each and every word. Highly accomplished poets use 

allusive references to something outside the poem that 

may be events or people from the history, mythology or 

religion. The Gurbani mostly illustrated in the form of 

metaphors, similes, analogies, allegories and 

personifications, represents theme or essence of the Sabd 

expressed in specific words [2]. To interpret Gurbani in 

the proper perspective is not easy with the literal 

translation of the applied words and neither can 

theosophical interpretations justify correct understanding. 

Still Gurbani being the most significant aspect of the Sikh 

life, comprehending each syllable, word and sentence in its 

inherent realistic meaning is essential for realization of the 

Creator, natural phenomena and role of the human in 

nature. To elucidate an understanding of the Creator, Its 

role in the creation (Nature) and enigma of human 

comprehension, the selection of following sentence from 

the Gurbani seemed pertinent: 

 
Dur kI bwxI AweI ] iqin sglI icMq imtweI ] 

AGGS, M 5, p 628  
Guru Arjan wrote the sentence in a Sabd reflecting 

gratitude to the God protecting human from sufferings in 

life. Some reputable scholars differ in their interpretation 

of the sentence. Taking the translation of the word 

‘Dhur’ as originated from the Primal source according to 

Bhai Kahn Singh Nabha [6], Sant Singh Khalsa [5] 

interpreted it as: 

“… the Bani emanated from the Primal Lord, and it 

eradicated all anxiety.”  

Whereas, Prof. Sahib Singh [8] interprets ‘Dhur ki Bani’ 

as: 

“… the praise worthy Bani of the Almighty, when 

imbibed by a devotee, all anxieties vanish.  
(hy sMq jno! prmwqmw dI is&iq-swlwh dI bwxI ijs mnu`K dy 
AMdr Aw v`sI, aus ny AwpxI swrI icMqw dUr kr leI[)  
This paper is an attempt to bring forth difficulties in 

comprehending role of the Creator, the creation (nature) 

and role of human being in the natural phenomena.  

 

DISCUSSION 
The Creator  
The God, according to Guru Nanak is in the books of 

neither east or in the west, nor in any particular 

denomination; but ‘One’ God of the whole creation is 

everywhere. Guru Nanak has described God as ineffable, 

transcendent, incomprehensible, formless, unfathomable, 

infinite, inaccessible, and immanent yet beyond all, Self-

extent. The God fears no one, nor hates anybody. The 

truth as explained by Guru Nanak depicting God in these 

terms was before the beginning, prevailed through the 

ages of evolution, is in existence presently, and will 

continue in the future. Guru Nanak, vehemently 

emphasized against anthropomorphic form of God 

and assuming any responsibilities in the human form 

as promulgated in the Vedantic philosophy calling 

upon deity gods in daily life chores. The sensuous 
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human mind searching cause for everything happening in 

life, identifying every possible source, has always 

intended to rely upon the unknown Entity, the God. With 

education and progress in science and technology, the 

human have evolved from the basic stage of ‘hunter and 

gatherer, and reached the ‘stage of wisdom’. Guru Nanak 

in the fifteenth century realized the potential in people to 

comprehend the truth in the attributes of the Creator in 

the creation and the relation between them. He 

promulgated doctrine of Creator’s mergence in the 

creation (Nature) progressing as natural phenomena 

under the universal laws [2]. Guru Nanak disapproved 

the common myth of a distant God sitting somewhere 

either in the cosmos or beyond that could be called upon 

by human wishes. He preached that the God created 

Itself, designated a name, then secondarily, created 

'nature' that he called 'qudrat'. The God merged Itself 

into every aspect of 'qudrat’ (nature)  providing 

specifications, then delighting Itself by watching various 

individualities to run their course. Guru Nanak relegated 

responsibility to human and promoted self-analysis for 

realization of God’s presence within self. Guru Nanak 

held human responsible for their actions and often 

reminded to utilize blessed faculties to comprehend the 

natural phenomena (Hukm) [2]. He realized God’s 

magnanimous splendor in the nature and thanked God 

for the ability to comprehend natural phenomena 

progressing under the Laws of the Universe (Hukm), 

when he wrote:  
scI qyrI isPiq scI swlwh ]  
scI qyrI kudriq scy pwiqswh ] 

Truthful is the Praise and true is the Adoration, 

the Natural Phenomena are also true, O’ True King. 

AGGS, M 1, p 463. 

 

He elaborated the relationship between the Creator and 

the creation (qudrat) in various aspects. The significant 

part of creating nature/qudrat is that subsequent to 

evolutionary initiation, human development is 

progressing perpetually to realize the awesome attributes 

of the Creator. However, only rare sensuous devotee 

(Gurmukh) can comprehend the natural phenomena 

through the praise worthy attributes specified in the 

Name. Guru Nanak wrote: 
pRBu inkit vsY sBnw Gt AMqir gurmuiK ivrlY jwqw ] 
nwnk nwmu imlY vifAweI gur kY sbid pCwqw ]8]5]22] 
Only the rare Gurmukh can realize closeness of God 

through mergence in the creation. 

Nanak says:  

By appreciating attributes in the Sabd (Word) of the 

Guru, realizes Greatness in the Name. ||8||5||22|| 

AGGS. M 3, p 67. 

The Gurbani has plethora of hymns (Sabds) 

recommending to sing praises of the God and deliberate 

on the praiseworthy attributes. 

The Creation (nature) and the natural phenomena  

The mergence of the God in nature causing natural 

phenomena is still not acceptable to the egoistic human, 

even though Guru Nanak has written the factual details 

many times in Gurbani. The human, ignoring personal 

responsibility and natural phenomena, for some odd reason 

believes in omnipotence of ineffable and unfathomable 

God for everything happening in life. The message in Guru 

Nanak’s Bani that the God as the Creator merged in the 

creation, watching delightfully the natural phenomena 

governed by universal laws, is completely ignored. Instead 

of comprehending every syllable, word and sentence in a 

Sabd for inherent interpretation, signifying role of the 

nature and its relation with the Creator, God is credited for 

every good or bad happening in life. 

 

It is clear from the following referenced Sabd that Guru 

Nanak definitely adores nature and the natural phenomena 

to function of its own without much interference from the 

Creator. The God pervading the nature does not react to 

the virtuous or demonic activities such as rains, fires, 

earthquakes, tsunamis, floods and managing the universal 

display of the Sun, the moon and the stars etc. Overall, in 

the natural phenomena the human has to assume 

responsibility for its own actions as it relates to existence, 

sustenance and realization of the truth. The God does not 

tend to the individual needs or wishes of anybody; 

however, by natural phenomena everything survives or 

dies.  

In the following Sabd, Guru Nanak confirms the Nature 

and the Natural phenomena obeying the laws of Nature/

Universe as the Truthful and acceptable presence of the 

God: 
kudriq idsY kudriq suxIAY kudriq Bau suK swru ] 
kudriq pwqwlI AwkwsI kudriq srb Awkwru ] 
kudriq vyd purwx kqybw kudriq srb vIcwru ] 
kudriq Kwxw pIxw pYn@xu kudriq srb ipAwru ] 
kudriq jwqI ijnsI rMgI kudriq jIA jhwn ] 
kudriq nykIAw kudriq bdIAw kudriq mwnu AiBmwnu ] 
kudriq pauxu pwxI bYsMqru kudriq DrqI Kwku ] 
sB qyrI kudriq qUM kwidru krqw pwkI nweI pwku ] 
nwnk hukmY AMdir vyKY vrqY qwko qwku ]2] 

It is by the Natural Phenomena that we see, hear and 

experience suffering and pleasure. The underworlds, the 

heavens’ and the manifestations are All part of the Nature. 

The Vedas, Puranas and other Semitic Scriptures are part 

of natural occurrence,  And it is but Natural that All gain 

knowledge from these books. The process of eating, 

drinking, and dressing up is also natural, As is the Love, 

that is natural in all of us. It is by natural phenomena that 

there are different colors and species, And it is the nature 

playing role in all kinds of life. The Natural phenomena is 

responsible for goodness and evil, Much as the nature 

plays the role in honor and dishonor The natural 
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phenomena created the Winds, water and fire,  As well 

as the dust that help create the Earth. Yes God, it is All 

due to the Natural phenomena that You created, 

Acclaiming, Your Name as the purest of the pure. Nanak 

says: Tthe God enjoys the Nature following laws of the 

Universe, In addition, watches discretely the Natural 

phenomena into play. (2) 

AGGS, M 1, p 464. 

From the verse of Guru Nanak quoted above becomes 

clear that the natural phenomena play the significant role 

in every aspect of human life as well.  

 

The human and the human spirit  

The human evolved as part of the natural phenomena 

possesses fundamental sensuous faculties along with 

independent thinking mechanism. It is the only species 

among living beings that can communicate, possess, and 

progress to kill others and demolish anything and 

everything within reach. It is rather incomprehensible for 

human to appreciate the natural phenomena displayed in 

human life as compared to seeking solace in an 

unfathomable Entity. Guru Nanak through his Gurbani 

promulgated the manifested reflection of the wholeness 

in the creation itself. He gave stupendous importance to 

the reality of natural phenomena influencing human 

thoughts, for logic and reasoning, making human believe 

in what they are. An inherent character of human spirit is 

to search for non-existence more than comprehending 

the obvious manifested form. Occasionally, the power of 

suggestion can alter the mechanism of thoughts and 

change the understanding of incomprehensible subjects. 

Guru Nanak proved the point applying logical thinking 

many a times in his writings. For example, giving 

significance to the ‘word’, he wrote: 
AKrI nwmu AKrI swlwh ]AKrI igAwnu gIq gux gwh ] 
AKrI ilKxu bolxu bwix ]AKrw isir sMjogu vKwix ] 
ijin eyih ilKy iqsu isir nwih ] ijv Purmwey iqv iqvwih ]ijin eyih ilKy iqsu isir nwih ] ijv Purmwey iqv iqvwih ]ijin eyih ilKy iqsu isir nwih ] ijv Purmwey iqv iqvwih ]ijin eyih ilKy iqsu isir nwih ] ijv Purmwey iqv iqvwih ]    
jyqw kIqw qyqw nwau ]ivxu nwvY nwhI ko Qwau ] 
kudriq kvx khw vIcwru ]vwirAw n jwvw eyk vwr ] 
jo quDu BwvY sweI BlI kwr ]qU sdw slwmiq inrMkwr ]19] 

With words, one describes the praise worthy attributes, 

Through words, one gains intellect to sing deep meaning 

hymns,with words, we speak, write, and communicate, 

With words, we realize ‘Your’ mergence in the nature, 

However, the one who wrote is not subject to the words, 

Nevertheless, accepts every word as narrated by natural 

mechanism. ‘Your’ mergence expands throughout the 

creation (nature),  There is not a place without 

manifestation of ‘Your’ existence. Qudrat (Nature) is 

beyond any description, and I am sacrifice unto You 

many times over. Whatever pleases ‘You’ (God) is 

acceptable,  ‘You’ are eternal and omnipotent even 

without form. AGGS. Jap # 19, p 4.  

Guru Nanak in the 19th stanza of Jap referenced earlier is 

describing the vast expanse of nature manifested in every 

aspect with mergence of the God. He also elucidates the 

‘Word’ for the human as mode of communication and its 

applications in life. Accordingly, the human sensual 

faculties developed languages to be spoken, written and 

signaled as essential tools of communicating with fellow 

human beings. The bold phrase clearly signifies that the 

narrated Bani is of the God and not from the God. But 

Prof. Chahal [2] thinking progressively with the scientific 

logic explained it further as: 

“With alphabet one writes spoken words. 

With alphabet characteristics are written on the forehead 

(on the DNA-genes). 

The One (God), Who has written the characteristics of all 

the living beings on the foreheads (on the DNA-genes); the 

Almighty is not under these rules, 

Tthe characteristics of all the living beings will be same as 

was written (on their DNA in the beginning). 

 

Guru Nanak has provided in the Gurbani ample evidence 

of the ‘Word’ being very significant part in the human life 

to accomplish analysis. It may be of significance to 

mention here that in every normal human self-analysis 

starts with the self-image. The self-image built upon a 

realistic appraisal of person’s abilities, potentials, 

weaknesses, and objectives in life, is important in 

relationship within nature and other people. Supported by 

the everlasting messages of the Guru, the self-analysis 

supplies a sense of unity and integration to the personality 

and a framework within which to approach oneself in 

nature of manifestation. If one wants to realize full 

potential in the creation, one has to reflect self-image 

clearly as the true self. Then, the role of the Creator 

merged in the creation (nature) becomes clear and the 

natural phenomena within the laws of universe are more 

acceptable, thus allaying dependence upon 

anthropomorphic god.  

 

In the Gurbani incorporated in the Aad Guru Granth Sahib, 

praise worthy adoration is signified to be the essential 

mode for glorifying the Creator. At the same time, the 

Creator, though signified with the attributes like 

omnipotent, ineffable, infinite, fearless, unborn, is 

invisible, unfathomable unknown Entity. Universal laws 

governing creativity in the nature are in fact consistently 

active in managing the natural phenomena that is not only 

beyond comprehension but beyond human control as well. 

Most probably, having no control over natural phenomena, 

human led by the clergy believes every activity in the 

nature is act of the God, thus, calls upon the God for 

fulfilling personal desires. Guru AmarDas realized the 

natural phenomena and wrote a Sabd appreciating close 

relationship between the Creator and the creation as 

follows: 
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scu scw kudriq jwxIAY idnu rwqI ijin bxweIAw ] 
so scu slwhI sdw sdw scu scy kIAw vifAweIAw ] 
swlwhI scu slwh scu scu kImiq iknY n pweIAw ] 
jw imilAw pUrw siqgurU qw hwjru ndrI AweIAw ] 
scu gurmuiK ijnI slwihAw iqnw BuKw siB gvweIAw ]23] 

The True God is truly known for His all-powerful creative 

nature;  

He fashioned the days and the nights. I praise that True 

God, forever and ever; True is the glorious greatness of  

he True God. True are the Praises of the Praiseworthy 

True God; the value of the True God cannot be  ppraised. 

When someone meets the Perfect True Guru, then His 

Sublime Presence comes to be seen. Those Gurmukhs who 

praise the True Lord - all their hunger  desires) is gone. 

||23|| AGGS. M 4, p 313. 

 

The Gurbani written by the Sikh Gurus contains Sabds 

(hymns) full of deep meaning words selected diligently 

and applied in appropriate places in the verse. The 

interpretations of Gurbani, often varies from one person to 

the next due to metaphoric and allegoric style of the 

poetry. The literal translation of various words applied in 

the Gurbani is mostly lacking the essence of the inherent 

interpretation. Dr Gopal Singh [7] commenting on the 

misunderstanding of the Guru’s word wrote, “the 

confusion of interpretation has occurred because the Sikhs 

themselves, for historical and other reasons, have never 

seriously attempted a scientific and cogent exposition of 

the doctrines of their faith, based on the Word of the 

GURU-GRANTH and related to the historical lives of the 

Gurus who uttered it. Without reference, either to one or 

the other, casual attempts made at the interpretation of 

small portions of the Granth as resulted in such 

incoherent, lop-sided, and therefore unreliable. During the 

present (now last) century, several attempts were made by 

the Sikhs to translate into Punjabi the Word of the Guru, 

but all such attempts ended in all too-literal translation, 

leaving the seeker as uninitiated to the Guru’s Word as he 

was before.”  

 

Dr. Gopal Singh translated (Dur ki BwxI AweI, iqin sglI 
icMqu imtweI) in the Sabd of Guru Arjan as follows: 

“I am blest with the Word of God, 

and All my woes are dispelled.” 

 

The Gurbani, when analyzed critically, is very logical and 

rationale covering cause and effect derived from the 

cognitive aspect of the nature. The centuries old Vedantic 

influence (having personal god for everything in life) over 

the Sikh philosophy has confused Sikh liturgy and some 

adherents to the extent that despite Guru’s Word depicting 

mergence of the Creator in the Creation (Nature), they are 

still expecting the Creator’s role as a 'Doer' in every aspect 

of life. 

To comprehend full essence of the sentences in question 

applied in the Sabd, it will be appropriate at this time to 

review the whole Sabd as follows: 

prmysir idqw bMnw ] duK rog kw fyrw BMnw ] 
And krih nr nwrI ] hir hir pRiB ikrpw DwrI ]1] 

sMqhu suKu hoAw sB QweI ] 
pwrbRhmu pUrn prmysru riv rihAw sBnI jweI ] rhwau ] 
Dur kI bwxI AweI ] iqin sglI icMq imtweI ] 

dieAwl purK imhrvwnw ]  
hir nwnk swcu vKwnw ]2]13]77] 

The God has given me His refuge. The pains and 

sufferings abiding within me have been demolished. The 

men and women are enjoying the spiritual bliss. For the 

beneficent God extended kind grace ||1|| O Saints, there   

peace everywhere. Cause, the Supreme, Transcendent  

God, pervades everywhere. ||Pause|| blest by the Word  

of God, All my worries are dispelled.  The God is 

compassionate and loving to everyone. And Nanak 

proclaims the Reality to everybody. ||2||13||77|| 

AGGS. M 5, p. 628. 

 

Punjabi translation by Prof. Sahib Singh [8]: 

ArQ :—hy sMq jno! (ijs mnu`K ƒ ieh XkIn ho jWdw hY ik) 
pwrbRhm pUrn prmysr sB QwvW ivc mOjUd hY (aus mnu`K ƒ) 
sB QwvW ivc suK hI pRqIq huMdw hY [rhwau[ hy sMq jno! (ijs 
mnu`K dy Awqmk jIvn vwsqy) prmysr ny (ivkwrW dy rwh ivc) 
f`kw mwr id`qw, (aus mnu`K dy AMdroN) prmysr ny du`KW qy rogW dw 
fyrw hI mukw id`qw [ ijnHW jIvW auqy pRBU ny (ieh) ikrpw kr 
id`qI auh swry jIv Awqmk AwnMd mwxdy hn [1[ hy sMq jno! 
prmwqmw dI is&iqprmwqmw dI is&iqprmwqmw dI is&iqprmwqmw dI is&iq----swlwh dI bwxI ijs mnu`K dy AMdr Aw swlwh dI bwxI ijs mnu`K dy AMdr Aw swlwh dI bwxI ijs mnu`K dy AMdr Aw swlwh dI bwxI ijs mnu`K dy AMdr Aw 
v`sI, aus ny AwpxI swrI icMqw dUr kr leI [v`sI, aus ny AwpxI swrI icMqw dUr kr leI [v`sI, aus ny AwpxI swrI icMqw dUr kr leI [v`sI, aus ny AwpxI swrI icMqw dUr kr leI [ hy nwnk! dieAw 
dw somw pRBU aus mnu`K au~qy myhrvwn hoieAw rihMdw hY, auh mnu`K 
aus sdw kwiem rihx vwly pRBU dw nwm (sdw) aucwrdw hY  
[2[13[77[ 
The explication of the 'Sabd' provided by respectable 

scholars like Dr Gopal Singh and Prof Sahib Singh 

clearly reflects that the words 'Dhur ki bani' applied in 

this Sabd by Guru Arjan, are of the God and not from 

the God. The God did not utter these words, 

however, Guru Arjan having Divine Inspiration 

thought of these words and narrated appropriately.  

 

Apparently, Prof Sahib Singh, regarding the relationship 

of the Creator, the nature and the human was very 

familiar with Bani of Guru Arjan that he interpreted 

another verse written by the latter as follows:  

mweI honhwr so hoeIAY ]  
rwic rihE rcnw pRB ApnI khw lwB khw KoeIAY ]1]rhwau] 

O mother, whatever is going to happen, will happen 

(nobody can control natural phenomena). 
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 The gain (good) and the loss (evil) happening in the 

world is all because the God’s mergence in the nature. 

AGGS, M 5, p. 528. 

 

Guru Arjan, as explained earlier had completely 

comprehended the integrated aspect of the Creator and 

the nature that he reflected in his writing as: 

AMqir eyko bwhir eyko sB mih eyku smweIAY ]  
Git AvGit rivAw sB TweI hir pUrn bRhmu idKweIAY ]1] 

Inside and out, it is the same One (God) merged in all 

the aspects of the nature. Permeating inside and outside 

the core of every aspect, the God reflects Itself. 

AGGS, M5, p. 528. 

 

In consideration of the above explanation, it may be fair 

to say that ‘Dhur ki Bani’ is praise worthy adoration of 

the God, realized by the prophets and passed onto the 

populace. The fourth Guru, Guru RamDas realized that 

the word of Gurbani actually provided the source and 

reasonable logic to believe in the Truth. He promulgated 

his doctrine in a Sabd as follows: 

 
siqgur kI bwxI siq srUpu hY gurbwxI bxIAY ] 

The Bani narrated by ever existing truthful Guru (Guru 

Nanak), is an actual reflection of the Creator’s 

manifestation of mergence in the nature, and when 

realized as the praise worthy adoration of the Creator, 

one is exalted.  

AGGS, M 4, p. 304  

 

Guru RamDas further applied the same theme in 

adoration of the Creator’s mergence in the nature 

(qudrat) and appreciating the natural phenomena, he 

wrote;  

 
siqgur kI bwxI siq, siq kir jwxhu gurisKhu, hir krqw 
Awip muhhu kFwey ] 

O GurSikhs, know that the Bani, (the Word) of the Guru 

(Guru Nanak), is true, absolutely true, cause’, The 

Creator Itself (acting through the natural phenomena) 

makes the Guru to chant it. 

AGGS, M 4, p 308. 

 

The above-mentioned phrase composing three parts is 

also complicated when literal and explanative 

interpretation is considered. The literal translation by Dr 

Gopal Singh is, “and know ye all that the word of the 

Guru alone is True, for, the God Himself Speaks 

(through the Guru’s Word). Whereas it becomes more 

comprehensible when interpretation of the same phrase 

in the light of explained relation of the Creator, the 

nature and the human, is considered. The ‘SatGur’ 

mentioned in the phrase is referring to Guru Nanak [3], 

and the first part of the phrase is: 

‘True is the Bani of Guru Nanak,’ and the second part, ‘O’ 

Gursikho (devotees)-comprehend it as the Truth,’ and the 

third part, ‘because the Creator (merged in the nature) 

helps it to be uttered by the human.’ 

There is no question that the God as the Creator, protector, 

provider and judgmental Entity has been mentioned in 

several hymns incorporated in the AGGS, but the 

mergence of God in the qudrat (nature) has been given 

precedence. The natural phenomena operating under the 

universal laws (Hukm) has been feloniously propagated as 

acts of the God. The author is well aware of the dominant 

enforcement of the Vedanta into the Sikh philosophy ever 

since Guru Nanak started promulgating logical and truthful 

realities about the Creator, the creation and the role of 

human in it. Thus, essence of the Gurbani comprehended 

in the inherent meaningful interpretation is much better 

than any literal translation. The phrase, “Dhur ki Bani”, 

when applied as interpreted by Prof Sahib Singh 

(isPiq swlwhu dI bwxI) is more meaningful and better 

comprehensible. 

 

CONCLUSIONS 
Since the nature and the natural phenomena came into 

vogue, everything having played its role vanishes only to 

emerge again in the expanding creation. Nobody has any 

control on anything in the natural phenomena. Ignoring 

Guru Nanak's affirmation of God's mergence in nature and 

relegating specific individualities to run their course 

following natural phenomena; some people still wish to 

credit God for every mundane happening in their life. 

 

The human blessed with the evolved faculties created by 

the God merging in the nature is to contemplate on the 

praise worthy adoration for realization of the Truth. The 

natural phenomenon is propagating its activity in the 

Hukm. The perception of God is variable depending upon 

the intellectual orientation of the seeker. Some believe God 

to be distant, higher up somewhere and call on to help in 

their tasks. In their belief, God is judgmental, rewards for 

the good deeds and punishes for the bad ones. However, as 

elucidated in this paper, Gurbani refers to God merged in 

the Creation and helps propagation of the natural 

phenomenon under the Universal laws.  
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